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All too often, women are offered the pink 
version of a clunky gadget that’s designed  
with a unisex approach...at best. But we  
deserve better. The Dipper is the beginning  
of a movement.

It’s a beautiful necklace with headphones 
built into it. Say “goodbye” to that wad of 
wires at the bottom of your bag, and “hello” 
to top-notch interference-free sound. Just 
plug it in, hit play, and listen in style.
 
 

To you ladies out there who love fashion, 
accessories, and your smartphones: Tinsel 
is creating a something special for YOU. 
Something you want to wear because it’s 
stylish, beautiful, and to top it off, serves a 
functional purpose.

Love EVERYTHING you wear.

 

 
Aniyia

CEO, Tinsel

Thank you for your purchase and supporting Tinsel. We’re 
on a mission to produce high-quality electronics designed 
with women in mind.
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You’re probably eager to show this beauty off, but please 
take moment to read the this user guide. We think you’ll  
find it pretty useful.    

WELCOME TO THE MOVEMENT
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MEET THE DIPPER

There’s a little bit to learn 
about The Dipper and how 
it works, but let’s start by 
telling you what you should 
see in the box.

• The Dipper Audio Necklace

• Carrying Pouch 

• 4 Pairs of Eartips in Small,  
Medium and Large

• Certificate of Authenticity  
and Warranty

MEET THE DIPPER

We want you to have the best possible listening 
experience. That’s why we recommend that you try all  
3 eartip sizes (small, medium, large) to find what’s  
most comfortable. 

Make sure the earbuds are in the correct ear by using  
the Left & Right (L & R) labels located on each earbud.  
This will help you take full advantage of The Dipper’s 
amazing sound!

anatomy
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MEET THE DIPPER

YOUR DIPPER

anatomy

say hello toJust so you know what  
we’re referring to in this 
manual, here’s a quick  
anatomy lesson.

1. Earbuds

2. Remote Control and Microphone

3. Necklace Pendant (Chevrons)

4. Back Clasp

5. Audio Connector

 1

 2

 3

 5

 4
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MEET THE DIPPER

APPLE ANDROID

USING THE DIPPER

• Play

• Pause

• Skip Forward / Backward

• Answer Call

• End Call

• Voice Command

• Volume Control

FUNCTIONALITY MAY VARY BY DEVICE.

Start things off on a beautiful note. 
Here’s how you transform The 
Dipper from necklace mode to 
earbud mode.

controls

controls controls
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USING THE DIPPER

1 . 3 .2 . 4 .
Place The Dipper around your neck.  
Wear it was a jewelry piece or use it  
as headphones.

Lift up the top chevron, take the earbuds  
out, and place them in your ears. Close the 
chevron pieces.

Unplug the audio connector from the back 
clasp. You may also remove it from the 
bottom chevron for more length.

Plug the audio connector into your device. 
You’re all set! Now, rock out and get down  
to business.

converting to earbud mode
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USING THE DIPPER

Unplug the audio connector from  
your device. SWEEP YOUR HAIR ASIDE 
and plug the audio connector into the  
back clasp. 

Place the chain back into the pendant’s 
bottom chevron by pushing the cord in 
between the 4 chain grips at the bottom. 
Gently pull the necklace taut and close  
the pendant.

Place the earbuds back in the middle 
chevron with the eartips facing down. 
Make sure the chains are threaded through 
the side openings.  

Close the top chevron piece while carefully 
pulling the necklace taut. Continue looking 
fabulous in The Dipper! 

converting to necklace mode

1 . 3 .2 . 4 .
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DO make sure to securely place the 
earbuds back into the chevron pendant 
when they’re not in use.

DO gently wipe off any smudges from The 
Dipper using a clean, soft cloth.

DO keep The Dipper’s eartips clean. 
After removing the eartips from your 
headphones, use a damp cloth with mild 
soap to clean debris. Rinse and dry before 
placing them back on your headphones.

DO take good care of The Dipper. Treat it 
like the striking piece of jewelry that it is.

DON’TDO
DON’T wear The Dipper when exercising, 
playing contact sports or doing anything  
too vigorous.

DON’T wear or store The Dipper anywhere 
around moisture, high humidity, extreme  
heat or cold.

DON’T expose The Dipper to dust, dirt, 
food  
or similar substances.

DON’T expose The Dipper to any harsh 
detergents or cleaning agents.

CARE AND STORAGE
dos and don’ts
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Whether in the conference 
room or at the club, here are 
a few pointers to keep you 
looking chic with The Dipper.

• You can never go wrong with basics: 
neutral, subtle, versatile pieces pair well 
with anything.

• Solid colors make accessories like The 
Dipper pop. Go for high-contrast colors 
and you’ll really stand out!

• Complementary colors for The 
Gold Dipper: black, grey, blush pink, 
burgundy, dark blues

• Complementary colors for The 
Gunmetal Dipper: white, black, blush 
pink, light blues

STYLING THE DIPPER

for some curated outfits... 
go to our pinterest

love everything you wear
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we care about your style  
and we care about your ears
Here at Tinsel, we want you to enjoy your 
favorite music for years to come. Please 
listen responsibly by making sure the 
volume on your device is turned down 
before connecting to The Dipper. 

We understand how addictive using The 
Dipper can be. Just make sure to give your  
ears a break and avoid prolonged periods  
of listening.

we know you have common sense,  
but just in case you need a reminder…
Please don’t use The Dipper when you 
cannot safely do so e.g. crossing the street, 
operating heavy machinery, etc.

Obey the Law! Always follow local laws 
and regulations when using your mobile 
devices and accessories in a vehicle. We 
recommend avoiding the use of your 
headphones while driving. 

USING TINSEL RESPONSIBLY

instagram  
instagram.com/tinselwear

facebook 
facebook.com/tinselwear

twitter 
twitter.com/tinselwear 

pinterest 
pinterest.com/tinselwear

visit us on the web
tinsel.me

love everything you wear
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